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Background information

This WHO oral health briefing note series focuses on prevention and treatment of dental caries (tooth decay) with mercury-free products and minimal interventions. Dental caries is a major public health problem globally as the disease affects all age groups, with an onset in early childhood and continued increase over the life course. This first section explains why mercury-free materials and products and minimally invasive interventions are important. The following sections describe six essential strategies using mercury-free products and minimally invasive intervention approaches to prevent and treat dental caries: fluoride toothpaste, fluoride varnish, glass ionomer cement sealants, glass ionomer cement restorations, silver diamine fluoride and composite resin restorations.

1. What is dental caries?

- Dental caries (hereafter referred to as “caries”) is tooth decay that results when free sugars contained in food or drink are converted by bacteria into acids that destroy a tooth over time. Free sugars are all sugars added to foods by the manufacturer, cook or consumer, plus sugars that are naturally present in honey, syrups and fruit juices. Tooth decay can lead to cavities, which are permanently damaged areas in the hard surface of the teeth that develop into openings or holes \(^1\,^2\).

- Caries is mostly preventable, but nonetheless it is the most common noncommunicable disease globally. Caries is a disease across the life course and affects all age groups \(^1\). It is estimated that 2.3 billion people suffer from caries of permanent teeth and more than 530 million children suffer from caries of primary teeth \(^3\,^4\).

- Caries remains largely untreated and has a very unequal distribution globally. Within and between countries, vulnerable and marginalized populations have low access to caries prevention and treatment services, especially in low- and middle-income countries \(^4\).

- Caries has negative impacts. Early stages of caries are often without symptoms, while advanced stages of caries may lead to pain, infections and abscesses, or even sepsis. Also, caries links with anxiety and reduced quality of life as well as absenteeism from school and workplaces. Caries is among the main reasons for hospitalization of children in some high-income countries \(^1\,^4\text{--}^6\).

2. Why use mercury-free products to prevent and treat caries?

- WHO considers mercury to be one of the top 10 chemicals or groups of chemicals of major public health and environmental concern. People are mainly exposed to methylmercury, an organic compound, when they eat fish and shellfish that contain it and through worker inhalation of elemental mercury vapors during industrial processes \(^7\).

- Dental amalgam, which contains 50% mercury, has been commonly used as a restorative material to fill cavities caused by caries. Mercury pollution from dental amalgam is often the largest source of mercury in municipal wastewater. Mercury enters the soil via wastewater sludge, land disposal and the burial of deceased persons with dental amalgam fillings. It enters the air from incineration of deceased persons with amalgam fillings in crematoria \(^8\).

- The Minamata Convention on Mercury is a global treaty that aims to protect human health and the environment from emissions and releases of mercury and mercury compounds \(^9\,^10\).

- Annex A Part II of the Minamata Convention on Mercury outlines the provision that, to phase down the use of dental amalgam, a country that is Party to the Convention shall implement two or more of nine measures. This should take into account the Party’s domestic circumstances and relevant international guidance.

- As part of such measures, the Minamata Convention recommends the use of cost-effective and clinically effective mercury-free products for dental restoration \(^9\). Some of these materials have an added benefit of caries prevention through the slow release of fluoride \(^11\).
3. **Why use minimally invasive intervention approaches to prevent and treat caries?**

- Minimal intervention restorations preserve as much of the natural tooth as possible, making this method potentially beneficial to the lifelong health of all patients. Minimal intervention approaches include atraumatic restorative treatment (ART), which involves removing tooth decay using hand instruments alone and filling the cavity with an adhesive dental material, such as glass ionomer cement. ART causes minimal tissue loss because the shape of the carious lesion defines the cavity \((11-15)\). However, ART can only be used to treat cavities that are accessible.

- Minimally invasive intervention approaches avoid unnecessary pain, infection and permanent damage to teeth while preventing and treating caries \((11, 12, 14-16)\). Minimally invasive interventions also generate few or no aerosols, which is particularly beneficial when there is concern about possible airborne transmission of illness, such as during the COVID-19 pandemic \((17)\).

- Minimally invasive intervention approaches emphasize the importance of upstream primary prevention of caries. Upstream measures can include taxation of products containing free sugars, policies limiting sugar advertising and implementation of clear nutrition labelling as well as family education to reduce consumption of free sugars \((1)\).

- Minimally invasive interventions may also include secondary prevention, such as application of fluoride varnish, glass ionomer cement sealant or silver diamine fluoride application \((18)\).

- Conventional dental restorations involve an electric drill to clear away decayed areas of a tooth. Typically, a conventional restoration also removes healthy tooth tissue to make filling placement easier \((12, 14-16)\). The resulting cavity is filled with a dental material like dental amalgam or composite resin.

- Minimally invasive intervention techniques generally are faster and require fewer resources and training than conventional methods. Minimally invasive intervention techniques cannot entirely replace conventional approaches, but in high-, middle- and low-resource oral health care settings and settings other than health facilities, such as preschools, day-care facilities, schools, ambulatory care, and retirement residencies, care is simplified, thereby reducing care time, increasing access and reducing costs \((14, 15, 19, 20)\).
Briefing note 1. Fluoride toothpaste to prevent caries

1. Key facts about fluoride toothpaste
   - Fluoride toothpaste is a paste, cream or gel that prevents caries and slows progression of existing caries. Twice-daily toothbrushing with a 1000–1500 ppm fluoride toothpaste is a form of self-care recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) for all age groups throughout the life course (13).
   - Fluoride toothpaste is safe, simple to use and cost-effective, making it suitable for self-care in all settings and populations, including remote, rural and otherwise vulnerable populations.
   - There is a need to improve the quality, accessibility and affordability of fluoride toothpaste globally, especially for people in low- and middle-income countries.

2. What is fluoride toothpaste?
   - Fluoride toothpaste is a paste, cream or gel that contains between 1000 ppm and 1500 ppm fluoride. Fluoride is a mineral that prevents caries and slows progression of existing caries. Fluoride toothpaste is designed for oral hygiene self-care as part of a twice-daily toothbrushing routine for all age groups throughout the life course, starting as soon as teeth erupt (13, 19, 21–24).
   - Fluoride toothpaste is included in the 2021 WHO Model List of Essential Medicines and the Model List of Essential Medicines for Children because of its important role in preventing and arresting caries. These lists specify the most efficacious, safe and cost-effective medicines for priority conditions to meet the minimum medicine needs of a basic health care system (25, 26).
   - Low-fluoride toothpastes containing less than 1000 ppm fluoride are not effective in preventing caries (24).
   - High-fluoride toothpastes, such as those containing 2800 ppm or 5000 ppm fluoride, may be medically prescribed in special circumstances, such as for individuals at high risk of caries, for root dentine caries control or in supervised community settings, such as schools (27).
   - Fluoride toothpaste is widely available, although not universally accessible and affordable for all populations. In most countries, fluoride toothpaste containing up to 1500 ppm fluoride is regulated as a cosmetic product and should comply with the stipulations of ISO 11609. High-fluoride toothpastes are often regulated as medicines or medical products and require a prescription (4, 19, 20, 27–30).

3. Why is fluoride toothpaste used to prevent caries?
   - Fluoride prevents caries and inhibits carious lesions in tooth enamel by several different actions. The most important action of fluoride is topical when it is present in the saliva in the appropriate concentration. It also inhibits the bacterial growth that causes caries and interferes with the process by which bacteria metabolize sugars to produce acid that can dissolve enamel structure. Fluoride delays the demineralization and hastens the remineralization of tooth enamel lesions (13).
   - Fluoride toothpaste can prevent new carious lesions, slow the progression of existing caries and reduce the severity of cavities. Using fluoride toothpaste does not depend on a diagnosis of caries (19).
   - Brushing teeth with a fluoride toothpaste twice daily is a preventive and protective lifelong hygiene behaviour for everyone in all age groups, starting as soon as teeth erupt. This is universally recommended by WHO, the FDI World Dental Federation and the International Association of Dental Research as well as other national and international public health organizations (13, 31).
   - Using fluoride toothpaste is more effective in preventing caries and slowing progression of existing caries than using toothpaste without fluoride. It also enhances the effectiveness of using fluoride mouth rinses, gels or varnish (32).
4. Is fluoride toothpaste simple to use to prevent caries?

- Yes. Twice-daily use of fluoride toothpaste for toothbrushing is simple and effective in preventing caries and slowing progression of existing caries among infants, children, adults and seniors (19).

- For children up to 6 years of age: Caregivers should begin brushing children's teeth as soon as they erupt. For children under 3 years old, a smear or rice-sized amount of toothpaste should be used over the width of the brush, while for children aged 3–6 years old, a pea-sized amount should be used. Supervision is required to ensure that toothpaste is not swallowed but is spat out without subsequent rinsing. Toothbrushing programmes with toothpaste containing 1000–1500 ppm fluoride should be promoted for everyone, particularly for mothers and children in primary health facilities conducted by nurses and in preschools and primary schools conducted by teachers (19, 28, 29, 33).

- For all people older than 6 years of age: Individuals should brush teeth twice daily with a pea-sized amount of fluoride toothpaste on the toothbrush. They should spit out the toothpaste afterward. To maximize the effectiveness of the toothpaste, they should not rinse their mouths with water (19).

- Fluoride toothpaste is widely available in high-income countries, but it is not universally accessible and affordable to populations in middle- and low-income countries. There is a need to improve the quality, accessibility and affordability of fluoride toothpaste globally, especially in low-income communities (4, 19, 20, 27–30).

5. What are the benefits of using fluoride toothpaste?

- **Effectiveness against caries:** More than 60 years of research provide strong evidence of the effectiveness of fluoride toothpaste in preventing caries and slowing progression of existing caries in children and adults. Fluoride toothpaste efficacy is estimated at 25%. This means that, under ideal circumstances, people who use fluoride toothpaste are about 25% less likely to develop caries (20). Fluoride toothpaste's ability to prevent caries increases with higher levels of initial disease, higher fluoride concentration in the toothpaste, higher frequency of use and, for children, when used under supervision (19, 24).

- **Improved health and quality of life:** By protecting teeth, preventing caries and slowing the progression of existing caries, fluoride toothpaste reduces infection, pain, tooth damage and the need to fill cavities. This in turn decreases the financial burden on individuals and health systems. Other potential positive impacts include reduced absence from school and work and improved quality of life (19, 28, 29).

- **Self-care:** Using fluoride toothpaste is one of only two self-care interventions that enable people to reduce caries and its severity independently. The other self-care intervention is avoiding risks to oral health, by reducing intake of sugars, for example (34).

- **Cost-effectiveness:** Fluoride toothpaste is highly cost-effective when compared with other fluoride interventions. Prices of fluoride toothpaste vary significantly among available brands, fluoride compounds and package sizes as well as among countries. In some countries, taxes and import duties markedly increase consumer costs (20, 35).

- **Safety:** Extensive clinical trials over the last 60 years have shown that fluoride toothpaste delivers fluoride safely. Moreover, when using the concentration of 1000–1500 ppm fluoride and the recommended pea-sized amount of fluoride toothpaste, no association with dental fluorosis is found. Dental fluorosis, hypomineralization of tooth enamel that may result in white or yellowish spots on the tooth surface enamel, occurs when excessive levels of fluoride are ingested during tooth formation, such as in areas with high naturally occurring concentrations of fluoride in groundwater (13, 36).

- **Suitable for all:** Fluoride toothpaste is suitable for use by all people, including rural, remote and otherwise vulnerable populations, because it is simple to use and does not require special training. Twice-daily home use of fluoride toothpaste can be promoted through preschools, schools, communities and primary care facilities (19, 28, 29).
Briefing note 2. Fluoride varnish to prevent and arrest caries

1. Key facts about fluoride varnish

■ Fluoride varnish is a medical product that prevents caries and can arrest carious lesions. It is applied topically and stays on teeth for several hours. This prolonged contact time between tooth enamel and a high concentration of fluoride improves the effect of the fluoride. Fluoride varnish can be reapplied two to four times per year.

■ Fluoride varnish is safe, simple to use and cost-effective. It is applied without complex or specialized equipment, making it suitable for an oral health care service, a primary care facility or a community setting such as a school, including use for people with special needs.

2. What is fluoride varnish?

■ Fluoride varnish is a clear liquid typically containing 1–5% fluoride that can be applied to teeth to arrest and prevent caries lesions. Regular applications every three to six months are required to maintain effectiveness (19).

■ Fluoride varnish is a topical formulation of fluoride that is an appropriate complement to other oral hygiene measures, such as twice-daily toothbrushing with fluoride toothpaste (27).

■ Appropriate topical formulations of fluoride are included in the 2021 WHO Model List of Essential Medicines and Model List of Essential Medicines for Children because of fluoride’s important role in preventing caries and arresting carious lesions. These lists specify the most efficacious, safe and cost-effective medicines for priority conditions to meet the minimum medicine needs of a basic health care system (25, 26).

3. Why is fluoride varnish used to arrest carious lesions and prevent caries?

■ Fluoride prevents and arrests carious lesions by several different actions. It delays the demineralization and increases the remineralization of tooth enamel lesions. It also inhibits bacterial growth and interferes with the process by which they metabolize sugars to produce acid, which dissolves the enamel and causes lesions and cavities (19, 27, 37).

■ Regular application of fluoride varnish can prevent the development of new carious lesions. Applications every three to six months are required to maintain effectiveness (19, 37).

■ Fluoride varnish is well accepted by children. It may be most useful with children with special needs and/or children at high risk of caries (18, 38).

■ Fluoride varnish application has also been found to be effective in decreasing radiation caries and sensitivity for irradiated head and neck cancer patients (39).

4. Is fluoride varnish simple to use to arrest carious lesions and prevent caries?

■ Yes. Application of fluoride varnish is quick, easy and painless. Fluoride varnish is relatively thick and sets rapidly, which contributes to its ease of application, helps it adhere to tooth structures and reduces the amount of fluoride that may be accidentally ingested (40).

■ To apply fluoride varnish, a small amount is painted on each tooth. This takes just a few minutes. The fluoride varnish is sticky but hardens once it comes in contact with saliva. People may feel the hardened varnish with their tongues but will not be able to lick the varnish off. They should only eat soft foods and cold or warm (not hot) foods or liquids for 4 to 12 hours. No monitoring system is required after application (41).

■ Fluoride varnish can be applied without complex or specialized equipment in an oral health care service, primary care facility or community setting such as a preschool or school (19, 29). Limited training for trained non-dental-health personnel (such as a community health worker) can suffice to apply fluoride varnish topically (20).

■ Regular application of fluoride varnish every three to six months is required to maintain effectiveness (19).
5. What are the benefits of using fluoride varnish?

- **Effectiveness against caries.** Regular application of 5% sodium fluoride varnish every three to six months can prevent the development of new caries and help remineralization of early enamel lesions to a large extent (19, 27, 37).
  - Treatment with fluoride varnish has been found to result in a 37% reduction in decayed, missing and filled tooth surfaces in primary teeth or baby teeth and a 43% reduction in decayed, missing and filled tooth surfaces in permanent teeth (42).
  - Fluoride varnish’s overall efficacy is estimated at 40%. This means that, under ideal circumstances, teeth treated with fluoride varnish are about 40% less likely to develop caries (20).

- **Improved health and quality of life.** By protecting teeth and preventing and arresting carious lesions, fluoride varnish reduces infection, pain, tooth damage and the need to fill cavities. This in turn reduces financial burdens on individuals and health systems. Other potential positive impacts include reduced absence from school and work and improved quality of life.

- **Safety and cost-effectiveness.** Fluoride varnish is cost-effective and has negligible risks or adverse effects, based on intensive study over 30 years of use around the world (19, 20).

- **Suitable for all:** Application of fluoride varnish is suitable for use with urban, rural, remote and otherwise vulnerable populations (including people with special needs) because it is simple to use, well accepted, effective and does not require extensive dental training (20, 38).
Briefing note 3. Glass ionomer cement as a sealant to prevent and arrest caries

1. Key facts about glass ionomer cement as a sealant
   - Glass ionomer cement sealants can prevent and arrest carious lesions both structurally and chemically. To create a sealant, glass ionomer cement is applied to all pits and fissures of teeth. Structurally, sealants prevent caries development by creating a hard shield that keeps food and bacteria from getting into tiny grooves in teeth. Chemically, it bonds to the tooth enamel and dentine, providing a tight seal. It also releases fluoride ions that strengthen the enamel, remineralize early enamel lesions and prevent growth of bacteria and caries.
   - Glass ionomer cement as a sealant is safe, simple to apply and cost-effective. Glass ionomer application is suitable in oral health care services, primary care facilities and field settings, including use for people with special needs.

2. What is glass ionomer cement?
   - Glass ionomer cement is a medical product used as a powder containing fluoride, aluminum oxide and silicate that, when combined with a mild acidic liquid, can be used as a tooth-coloured dental material (25, 26).
   - Low- and high-viscosity glass ionomer cements differ according to their powder-to-liquid ratios as well as their ion compositions. High-viscosity glass ionomer cement is preferred as it is more durable (has higher survival rates) than the low-viscosity alternative (43).
   - High-viscosity glass ionomer cement is included in the 2021 WHO Model Lists of Essential Medicines—both the general list and the list specific to children. These lists specify the most efficacious, safe and cost-effective medicines for priority conditions to meet the minimum medicine needs of a basic health care system (25, 26).
   - Oral health care providers can apply single-use or multiuse forms of glass ionomer cement. In single-use capsules, one dose of powder is isolated from one dose of liquid, while multiuse bottles have larger quantities of both (25, 26). Capsules offer a consistent and fast mix due to a precise powder-to-liquid ratio, but they require a spring-loaded or electric mixer and are more expensive. The multiuse bottles are mixed by hand and are less expensive, but the final product can be affected by mix precision and humidity (19).

3. Why is glass ionomer cement used as a dental sealant?
   - Glass ionomer cement adheres to tooth tissue. It bonds directly with tooth dentine and enamel.
   - Glass ionomer cement slowly releases fluoride. The release of fluoride stimulates healing by remineralizing hard tooth tissue to regenerate dentin and enamel and protect the teeth. The continued fluoride release reduces the growth of bacteria associated with caries as well (11, 13, 18, 19, 44).
   - As a sealant, glass ionomer cement provides a very thin, protective covering that fills the pits and fissures on the biting surface of back teeth. It has structural and chemical properties that shield the teeth from food and bacteria, reducing the development of carious lesions (43).
   - As a sealant, glass ionomer cement is most effective in preventing and arresting carious lesions if it is applied early after eruption of primary and permanent molars. For example, it might be applied after eruption of the first molars (around 6 years of age) and the second molars (around 12 years of age) (45).
   - Glass ionomer cement has a similarly high durability (survival rate) to composite resin, the main other sealant material (46). Unlike composite resin, however, glass ionomer cement can be used where moisture control is less than optimal, as may be the case with young children or individuals with high caries risk whose teeth are erupting (14). Using composite resin requires more time, steps and resources than using glass ionomer cement, and the cost is higher. The increased resources typically include a rubber dam, acid etch, air/water syringe, bonding agent and curing light.
   - Glass ionomer cement has several properties that are favourable for all patients, including its chemical bonding and release of fluoride, its biocompatibility, its capability for thermal expansion similar to tooth structure and its low moisture sensitivity (11, 18).
4. **Is glass ionomer cement simple to use as a sealant?**

- Yes. Clinical application of glass ionomer cement is quick, easy and painless. It can be done without complex or specialized equipment in an oral health care service, primary care facility or community setting such as a school. Glass ionomer sealants can be readily applied by a dental therapist, dental nurse, dental hygienist or dentist. Non-dental health care workers also have been trained successfully to apply dental sealants (19).

- Applying glass ionomer cement as a sealant is simple. The tooth can be cleaned with a toothbrush, followed by an application of 10–20% polyacrylic acid conditioner. The tooth is then dabbed dry before a small amount of high-viscosity glass ionomer cement is placed on the chewing surface, held under the pressure of an index finger for about 30 seconds and contoured, with excess material removed using a hand instrument. The sealant is then covered with a thin layer of hydrophobic material, such as petroleum jelly or cocoa butter. Long-term retention of the sealant is not required for preventive effect, so monitoring is not essential (19, 43).

5. **What are the benefits of using glass ionomer cement as a sealant?**

- **Effectiveness against caries.** The efficacy of glass ionomer cement sealants is estimated at 80%. This means that, under ideal circumstances, teeth treated with glass ionomer cement sealants are about 80% less likely to develop caries.
  - High-viscosity glass ionomer cement sealants prevent carious lesions in approximately 71% of treated surfaces, regardless of the presence of initial carious lesions (45, 47–49).
  - Immediate outcomes for treated surfaces are similar to those for composite resin sealants, but high-viscosity glass ionomer cement has better long-term results (45–49).
  - Glass ionomer cement is unique in its slow release of fluoride. This makes it one of several important public health tools providing appropriate levels of fluoride to protect the dental health of the population and address early childhood caries (13, 18, 19, 44).

- **Improved health and quality of life.** By protecting teeth and preventing and arresting carious lesions, glass ionomer cement sealants prevent infection, pain, tooth damage and the need to fill cavities. This reduces financial burdens on individuals as well as health systems. Other potential positive impacts include reduced absence from school and work and improved quality of life.

- **Aesthetics.** Glass ionomer cement is tooth-coloured, so sealants are not easily visible in the mouth (11).

- **Safety and cost-effectiveness:** Glass ionomer cement is cost-effective and widely available, and it has negligible risks or adverse effects, based on intensive study over 40 years of use around the world (11, 12, 18, 20, 30, 45, 50–52). The application of high-viscosity glass ionomer sealants also does not generate aerosols, which is particularly beneficial when there is concern about possible airborne transmission of illness, such as during the COVID-19 pandemic (17).

- **Suitable for all:** Application of glass ionomer cement sealants involves minimal intervention and is suitable for use with rural, remote and otherwise vulnerable populations, including people with special needs. Because it is simple to use, it does not require extensive dental training and can be provided through the primary health care system (19, 20).
Briefing note 4. Glass ionomer cement restoration to treat and prevent caries

1. Key facts about glass ionomer cement restoration

- Glass ionomer cement prevents caries both structurally and chemically. Structurally, it can be used to fill cavities caused by caries and restore function. Chemically, it bonds to the enamel and dentine, releases fluoride ions that remineralize carious tooth structures and prevents growth of bacteria.

- Minimally invasive intervention involves preventing and treating caries while preserving as much of the natural tooth structure as possible and avoiding unnecessary pulpal exposure, root canal therapy or extraction. Minimally invasive intervention methods were first established as atraumatic restorative treatment (ART), which involves removing decayed tooth structures from within a cavity using hand instruments only and then restoring tooth function with glass ionomer.

- Minimally invasive intervention restorative treatment using glass ionomer cement is safe, simple to use and cost-effective, making it suitable for oral health care services, primary health care facilities and field settings, including for use with people with special needs.

- Glass ionomer cement restorations are an important mercury-free alternative to conventional dental amalgam fillings. Use of dental amalgam is being phased down globally to protect human health and the environment from the adverse effects of mercury, in accordance with the Minamata Convention on Mercury.

2. What is glass ionomer cement?

- Glass ionomer cement is made up of a powder containing fluoride, aluminum oxide and silicate that, when combined with a mild acidic liquid, can be used as a tooth-coloured dental material (25, 26).

- Low- and high-viscosity glass ionomer cements differ according to their powder-to-liquid ratios as well as their ion compositions. High-viscosity glass ionomer cement is preferred as it is more durable (has higher survival rates) than the low-viscosity alternative (43).

- High-viscosity glass ionomer cement is included in the 2021 WHO Model Lists of Essential Medicines—both the general list and the list specific to children. These lists specify the most efficacious, safe and cost-effective medicines for priority conditions to meet the minimum medicine needs of a basic health care system (25, 26).

- Oral health care providers can apply single-use or multiuse forms of glass ionomer cement. In single-use capsules, one dose of powder is isolated from one dose of liquid, while multiuse bottles have larger quantities of both (25, 26). Capsules offer a consistent and fast mix due to a precise powder-to-liquid ratio, but they require a spring-loaded or electric mixer and are more expensive. The multiuse bottles are less expensive and are mixed by hand, so they do not require a mixer, but the final product can be affected by mix precision and humidity (19).

3. What is minimal intervention and ART with glass ionomer cement?

- Minimal intervention involves preventing and treating caries while preserving as much of the natural tooth as possible and avoiding unnecessary pulpal exposure, root canal therapy or extraction. Minimal intervention approaches remove tooth decay without causing damage to adjacent tissue (11, 12, 14–16).

- Conventional therapy for caries treatment requires substantial resources and may cause more permanent damage to teeth. Conventional methods involve the use of electric drills by trained oral health care personnel. Local anaesthesia is normally injected to prevent pain during the procedure. Drills are used to clear away decayed areas of a tooth as well as healthy tooth tissue. Conventional therapy requires access to electricity and appropriate tools, and it is more time-consuming and expensive than minimally invasive methods (12, 14–16).
Minimal intervention approaches include removing tooth decay using hand instruments alone, without the use of anaesthesia and electrical equipment. The resultant cavity and adjoining fissures are restored and sealed with an adhesive dental material, usually glass ionomer cement. Minimal intervention treatment causes minimal tissue injury because the shape of the carious lesion defines the cavity and only soft, infected tissue is removed (11–15).

ART with glass ionomer cement is both restorative and preventive because the cavity and related fissures are filled and sealed, resulting in a sealant restoration. A sealant is a very thin, protective coating that fills the fissures, pits and grooves of teeth, shielding them from food and bacteria (12, 14, 15). A sealant restoration has both structural and chemical properties that protect teeth from becoming decayed (43).

4. Why is glass ionomer cement used for restorations?

- Glass ionomer cement restorations are a tooth-coloured, mercury-free alternative to dental amalgam that have good durability, especially for single-surface restorations and occlusal tooth surfaces (those used for chewing and grinding) (11, 53).
- Glass ionomer cement adheres to the remaining tooth tissue, relying on chemical bonding with tooth dentine and/or enamel for retention, unlike dental amalgam restorations, which depend on mechanical retention from the converged cavity walls (11, 13, 18, 19, 44).
- Glass ionomer cement slowly releases fluoride over time, remineralizing hard tooth tissue, protecting teeth and preventing caries (11, 13, 18, 19, 44).
- Glass ionomer cement has several properties that are favourable for use with all patients, including its chemical bonding to enamel and dentine, uptake and release of fluoride, thermal expansion similar to tooth structure, biocompatibility and decreased moisture sensitivity (11, 18).

5. Is glass ionomer cement simple to use for ART?

- Yes. Clinical application of glass ionomer cement is quick, easy and painless. It can be done without complex equipment in an oral health care service, primary care facility or community setting such as a school or day-care centre for the elderly. Diagnosis is done using visual/tactile methods, not radiographs. Application by a trained dental therapist, dental nurse, dental hygienist or dentist is required (14, 19, 20).
- Minimal intervention caries treatment with a glass ionomer cement filling is simple. Soft decay is removed with a toothbrush, and hand instruments can be used to increase access. A polyacrylic acid conditioner is then applied to the tooth and dabbed dry, and high-viscosity glass ionomer cement is applied to fill the cavity. The restoration is then contoured and excess glass ionomer cement removed before the restoration is covered with a thin layer of hydrophobic material, such as petroleum jelly or cocoa butter (14, 19).

6. What are the benefits of using glass ionomer cement in ART?

- **Effectiveness against caries**: The efficacy of high-viscosity glass ionomer cement restorations is estimated at 80%. This means that, under ideal circumstances, teeth treated with glass ionomer cement restorations are about 80% less likely to develop caries (20).
  - High-viscosity glass ionomer cement fillings placed with ART also have a survival rate (durability) of 80% after five years for single-surface carious lesions and 77% after five years for multiple-surface restorations in permanent teeth (54).
  - When used with ART and conventional techniques, glass ionomer cement fillings result in similar or lower rates of recurring caries when compared with composite resin or dental amalgam fillings (52, 55–58).
  - Glass ionomer cement is unique in its slow release of fluoride. This makes it one of several important public health tools providing appropriate levels of fluoride to protect the dental health of the population and address early childhood caries. The main other restorative dental materials do not have this inherent ability to reduce caries through chemical action (13, 18, 19, 44).
Minimally invasive and preserves more of the tooth: ART using glass ionomer cement protects more of the natural tooth structure than conventional methods because the shape of the carious lesion defines the cavity and only soft, infected tissue is removed (14, 15). Furthermore, the remaining deep grooves are protected from becoming decayed by the sealant part of the restoration.

Improved health and quality of life: By protecting teeth and preventing caries, glass ionomer cement sealant restorations reduce infection, pain, tooth damage and the need to fill cavities. This decreases financial burdens on individuals as well as health systems. Other potential positive impacts include reduced absence from school and work and improved quality of life.

Aesthetics: Unlike dental amalgam, glass ionomer cement is tooth-coloured, so sealant restorations are not easily visible in the mouth (11).

Durability: ART with glass ionomer cement is most effective and durable on occlusal tooth surfaces (those used for chewing and grinding). Durability is reduced when used on proximal surfaces (those between adjacent teeth).

Environmental protection and public health: Glass ionomer cement fillings are an important mercury-free alternative to conventional dental amalgam fillings. Use of dental amalgam is being phased down globally to protect human health and the environment from the adverse effects of mercury, in accordance with the Minamata Convention on Mercury (9, 10, 59).

Safety and cost-effectiveness: Use of glass ionomer cement for ART is minimally invasive, cost-effective and potentially widely available, and it has negligible risks or adverse effects, based on intensive study over 40 years of use around the world (11, 12, 18, 20, 50, 51). ART also does not generate aerosols, which is particularly beneficial when there is concern about possible airborne transmission of illness, such as during the COVID-19 pandemic (17).

Suitable for all: ART using glass ionomer cement is suitable for use with urban, rural, remote and otherwise vulnerable populations. This includes children, older people, anxious patients and/or those with special needs. ART using glass ionomer cement is simpler and less invasive than conventional methods, and it does not require extensive dental training, so treatment can be provided through the primary health care system (14, 15, 19, 20).
Briefing note 5. Topical silver diamine fluoride to arrest caries

1. Key facts about silver diamine fluoride

- Silver diamine fluoride is a dental material that prevents and arrests dental caries. It can be applied topically to pits and fissures and to open cavities. Application can be repeated over several days, semiannually or annually. Care can be provided in community settings (e.g., schools), primary care facilities or oral health care services. No special equipment is needed.

- Silver diamine fluoride is safe, simple to use and cost-effective, making it suitable for use in primary care facilities and field settings, including for people with special needs and older people.

- Silver diamine fluoride may be most useful when it is not possible to remove tooth decay and fill the resultant cavity with restorative material. This may occur, for example, when there are limited resources or limited access to dental restorative care, when people have a high risk of caries or cavities that are difficult to treat (such as those in partially erupted teeth and root caries) or when patients are not able to tolerate conventional treatment.

2. What is silver diamine fluoride?

- Silver diamine fluoride is a clear liquid containing high concentrations of fluoride and silver that work together to arrest cavities when applied to teeth. Silver diamine fluoride is commonly used with a fluoride concentration of 38% (20, 60, 61).

- Application of silver diamine fluoride creates a highly mineralized surface on carious lesions that is rich in calcium fluoride and silver phosphate.

- Both the general 2021 WHO Model List of Essential Medicines and the list specific to children include 38% silver diamine fluoride. These lists specify the most efficacious, safe and cost-effective medicines for priority conditions to meet the minimum medicine needs of a basic health care system (25, 26).

- The main indication for the use of silver diamine fluoride is to arrest caries by applying it to the surface of teeth on either root or coronal cavities. However, in some countries, manufacturers recommend its use only for root caries and desensitization (strengthening dentine to reduce tooth sensitivity and pain), and its approved use in those countries is limited to this. (27, 60, 61).

- Silver diamine fluoride application results in a temporary dark stain on arrested carious lesions. While this may cause aesthetic concerns for some, the visual appearance and colour are similar to dental amalgam, which is acceptable to most people (63–66).

3. Why is silver diamine fluoride used to arrest carious lesions?

- Silver diamine fluoride has two benefits. It kills the caries-causing bacteria, thereby arresting decay. It also remineralizes the enamel and dentine, hardening the tooth and preventing further decay or pain (27, 62, 67).

- Silver diamine fluoride can potentially prevent the development of new caries. Its fluoride component can remineralize carious tooth structures and prevent growth of bacteria, while its silver component also inhibits the growth of the bacteria that cause caries (27, 62, 67).

- Silver diamine fluoride may be most useful when it is not possible to remove tooth decay and fill the resultant cavity with restorative material. This may occur, for example, when there is limited access to dental restorative care, when children have a high risk of caries or cavities that are difficult to treat (such as cavities in partially erupted teeth) and root caries, or when children are not able to tolerate conventional treatment because of young age. Silver diamine fluoride also may be suitable when aesthetics are not a primary concern, such as when carious teeth are in nonvisible molars and premolars (19, 27, 62, 67).
4. Is silver diamine fluoride simple to use to arrest carious lesions?

- Yes. Clinical application of silver diamine fluoride is quick, easy and painless (27, 61). It can be applied topically as soon as pits, fissures or caries are clinically diagnosed (27, 68). Application can be done without complex or specialized equipment in an oral health care service, primary care facility or community setting such as a school or home for older people (61, 68). Limited training for non-dental community health workers can suffice to apply silver diamine fluoride topically (19, 20).

- Applying silver diamine fluoride is simple. A practitioner places a drop of silver diamine fluoride solution in a dental dappen dish and then applies a small amount on a dried decayed tooth surface (cavity) with a disposable microbrush or applicator for approximately one minute without removal of carious tissue (19).

- Application doses are the same across all age groups, and no monitoring system is required after application (19).

5. What are the benefits of using silver diamine fluoride?

- **Effectiveness against caries**: Silver diamine fluoride’s efficacy in preventing and arresting caries lesions is approximately 80%. This means that, under ideal circumstances, teeth treated with silver diamine fluoride are about 80% less likely to develop caries (20, 37, 69). When applied to carious lesions in primary teeth, silver diamine fluoride appears to prevent caries effectively compared with placebo, no treatment or fluoride varnish (66).

  - Regarding preschool children, adoption of a 38% silver diamine fluoride intervention with comprehensive oral health education has been found to reduce the rate of preventable dental hospitalizations for high-risk children significantly (70).

  - Regarding older people, annual silver diamine fluoride application was found to arrest root caries at 30-month follow-up by 90% (71-73).

- **Improved health and quality of life**: By arresting carious cavities and potentially preventing caries, silver diamine fluoride reduces pain, tooth damage and the need to fill cavities. This decreases financial burdens on individuals as well as health systems. Other potential positive impacts include reduced absence from school and work and improved quality of life (70).

- **Safety and cost-effectiveness**: Silver diamine fluoride is minimally invasive, cost-effective and widely available, and it has negligible risks or adverse effects, based on intensive study over 30 years of use around the world (20, 37, 62–64, 74–77). The dose of fluoride used and biannual application ensure that there is no risk of dental fluorosis, which is hypomineralization of tooth enamel caused by ingestion of excessive fluoride levels during tooth formation (27, 61). The application of silver diamine fluoride also does not generate aerosols, which is particularly beneficial when there is concern about possible airborne transmission of illness, such as during the COVID-19 pandemic (17).

- **Suitable for all**: Application of silver diamine fluoride involves minimal intervention and is suitable for children, older people and urban, rural, remote and vulnerable populations (including with people with special needs) because it is simple to use and does not require extensive dental training (13, 19, 62, 74).
Briefing note 6. Composite resin restoration to treat caries

1. **Key facts about composite resin restoration**
   - Composite resin can be used to prevent and treat caries structurally by filling cavities.
   - Composite resin can be applied using minimally invasive intervention procedures. Minimally invasive intervention involves treating cavitated carious lesions while preserving as much of the natural tooth structure as possible and avoiding unnecessary extraction and negative consequences.
   - Composite restorations are a mercury-free alternative to conventional dental amalgam fillings. Use of dental amalgam is being phased down globally to protect human health and the environment from the adverse effects of mercury, in accordance with the Minamata Convention on Mercury.
   - Composite resin restoration is safe, cost-effective and suitable for use with minimal intervention in oral health care services or primary care facilities.

2. **What are composite resins?**
   - Composite resins are a class of dental restorative materials that are a mixture of resin and other organic components as well as a filler (such as silica) and other inorganic components. Many different composite resin dental materials can be made by modifying the formulation or ratio of these components (78, 79).
   - Composite resins vary in multiple ways, including their mechanical properties (such as strength and fracture toughness), which are generally very favourable, and aesthetic considerations (such as colour matching) (80, 81).

3. **What is minimal intervention with composite resin?**
   - Minimal intervention involves preventing and treating caries while preserving as much of the natural tooth as possible and avoiding unnecessary extraction and negative consequences. Minimal intervention excisions are very precise to remove tooth decay without causing damage to adjacent tissue (11, 12, 14–16).
   - Conventional methods of treating caries require more expense and resources and may cause more permanent damage to teeth. Conventional methods involve the use of electric drills by trained dental health personnel. Drills are used to clear away decayed areas of a tooth before filling it, but they may remove healthy tooth tissue as well. Local anaesthesia is normally injected to prevent pain during the procedure. Conventional treatments require access to electricity and appropriate tools and are more expensive than minimally invasive methods (12, 14–16).

4. **Why is composite resin used for dental restoration?**
   - Composite resin restorations are a tooth-coloured, mercury-free alternative to dental amalgam that have moderate to good durability (11).
   - Composite resin adheres to the tooth tissue, relying on chemical etching and bonding to tooth dentine and/or enamel for retention, unlike dental amalgam restorations, which depend on mechanical retention from the converged cavity walls and involve more removal of tooth structure during restoration (11).
   - Smart composite resins that release fluoride have the added benefit of remineralizing hard tooth tissue, protecting teeth and preventing caries (11, 13, 18, 19, 43, 44, 79, 82, 83).
   - If used as a sealant, composite resin provides a very thin, protective covering that fills the biting surface (the fissures, pits and grooves) of back teeth. Compared with a control with no sealant, composite resin sealants prevent caries (11, 84, 85).
5. Is it possible to restore teeth with minimal intervention using composite resin?

- Yes. Composite resin restorations can be placed with minimal intervention in oral health care services or primary care facilities. Minimally invasive intervention techniques include box-only restoration with fissure sealant and tunnel preparation with restoration (12, 19, 86).

- Training for a dentist is required to restore teeth with composite resin. The restoration technique can be sensitive and time-consuming. Absolute isolation of the tooth from saliva with a rubber dam is necessary, as are one or more types of setting mechanism (such as a light or chemical cure) (14, 19, 87, 88).

- Restorative treatment requires a series of carefully administered steps following preparation of the tooth. An acid-etching gel is applied to the cavity walls (37% phosphate acid) for 15 seconds, then rinsed and dried thoroughly. A universal bonding agent is then applied to the cavity walls and set using a curing light. Following this, the cavity is filled incrementally using an oblique layering technique, ensuring that each layer is light cured before adding the next layer.

6. What are the benefits of using composite resin?

- **Effectiveness against caries**: Composite resin fillings are estimated to have good durability in small to moderate restorations, lasting for approximately eight years (11). Composite resin is a more durable option for large, multisurface, load-bearing restorations than the main mercury-free, tooth-coloured alternative, glass ionomer cement (11, 43).

- **Minimally invasive and preserves more of the tooth**: Minimal intervention restoration with composite resin protects more of the natural tooth structure than conventional methods do. Composite resin relies on chemical etching and bonding to tooth dentine and/or enamel for retention, not mechanical retention within a cavity, which may require removal of healthy tooth tissue for placement of dental amalgam (11, 14, 15).

- **Improved health and quality of life**: In protecting teeth and preventing caries, composite resin restorations reduce infection, pain, tooth damage and the need to fill future cavities. This decreases financial burdens on individuals as well as health systems. Other potential positive impacts include reduced absence from school and work and improved quality of life.

- **Aesthetics**: Unlike dental amalgam, composite resin can match the colour and translucency of natural teeth, so restorations are not easily visible in the mouth. Indeed, for aesthetic reasons, composite resin is often a first choice for restorative veneers of teeth that are easily visible in the mouth (11).

- **Environmental protection and public health**: Composite restorations are an important mercury-free alternative to conventional dental amalgam fillings. Use of dental amalgam is being phased down globally to protect human health and the environment from the adverse effects of mercury, in accordance with the Minamata Convention on Mercury (9–11, 59).

- **Safety and cost-effectiveness**: Use of composite resin is cost-effective and potentially widely available, and it has low risks or adverse effects, based on intensive study over 60 years of use around the world. However, composite resin contains monomers, can cause allergic reactions and hypersensitivity, and may affect long-term pulp vitality.

- **Suitable for use in primary care**: Treatment with composite resin fillings can be provided through primary care facilities by trained dentists, improving the availability, accessibility and acceptability of essential restorative dental care (19). However, in rural and remote settings, health facilities’ sustainable provision of supplies may be a challenge, as well as continued availability of electricity and water, which are necessary for the proper use of resin-based composites (10, 89).
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